
Benefits of collaboration 

Docs enables multiple people in different locations to collaborate simultaneously on the same Doc from 

any computer with Internet access. 

Here are some classroom examples of how collaboration can benefit learning: 

● Teachers can work together to develop curriculum or lesson plans at school or home; 

sharing knowledge and contributing ideas to make them better 

● Students from different classrooms around the world work together in Docs making time 

zones irrelevant for learning from each other 

● Students can use Docs to create scripts for skits or other demonstrations of learning and the 

teacher can provide feedback in real time 

With everyone working on the same document, there is no back and forth of versions and edits. This can 

accelerate the feedback and revision process, allowing teachers to provide quick comments and students 

to incorporate changes as they are writing. 

View and edit together 

If you and another collaborator are editing the same Doc at the same time, a box with the number of 

collaborators appears at the top of the screen. If you hover your cursor over one of the boxes, the name 

of the collaborator will be displayed if the user is signed in. Otherwise, you will see a random animal 

name to represent each user. 

 

If you expand the viewers list, the animal names become evident. 

 

If other people are editing a doc simultaneously with you, you will see their edits in real time. You can also 

see the text that other editors are highlighting as they select it. If someone is about to delete something 

on your screen or drag text somewhere else, you will see them highlight that text before anything 

changes. 



 

You also have the ability to see their names listed at the top of a Doc. Click the arrow to the right of the 

names to open a tab where you can chat with other editors within the doc. 

 



 

Note: Up to 50 people can edit a doc at the same time. You can share a doc with up to 200 people. 

 


